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Abstract
The Higgs and some of the Standard Model superpartners may have been copiously
produced at LEP and the Tevatron without being detected. We study a novel scenario
of this type in which the Higgs decays predominantly into a light hidden sector either
directly or through light SUSY states. Subsequent cascades increase the multiplicity
of hidden sector particles which, after decaying back into the Standard Model, appear
in the detector as clusters of collimated leptons known as lepton jets. We identify the
relevant collider observables that characterize this scenario, and study a wide range of
LEP and Tevatron searches to recover the viable regions in the space of observables.
We find that the Higgs decaying to lepton jets can be hidden when the event topology
mimics that of hadronic backgrounds. Thus, as many as 104 leptonic Higgs and SUSY
decays may be hiding in the LEP and Tevatron data. We present benchmark models
with a 100 GeV Higgs that are consistent with all available collider constraints. We
end with a short discussion of strategies for dedicated searches at LEP, the Tevatron
and the LHC, that allow for a discovery of the Higgs or SUSY particles decaying to
lepton jets.
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1 Introduction
Within the Standard Model (SM) the mass of the Higgs boson is constrained by the LEP
experiments to be larger than 114.4 GeV [1]. This limit, however, varies in a model-dependent
manner. For example, the limit can be relaxed if the production cross-section of the Higgs
particle is suppressed. A more interesting possibility is that the Higgs is hidden: it has been
copiously produced at LEP and the Tevatron but has evaded detection due to non-standard
decays. There are at least two hints that the Higgs might be lighter than the naive LEP limit.
On the experimental side, the best fit to electroweak precision observables corresponds to a
Higgs mass of 80 GeV [2]. On the theoretical side, typical supersymmetric models require
fine-tuning to accommodate a Higgs boson substantially heavier than mZ .
The naive LEP limit on the Higgs mass is based on studies of the associated production
of the Higgs and Z-boson, with the Higgs decaying to a pair of b quarks (as in the SM). In
theories beyond the SM, the Higgs decay pattern can be greatly modified [3]. Then, as long
as the h → bb¯ branching ratio is below . 20%, the standard Higgs search strategies and
mass limits may not directly apply [4]. The LEP collaborations have put considerable effort
into constraining non-standard Higgs decays into invisible particles or into final states with
two SM particles. However, Higgs decays into higher multiplicity final states have not been
systematically searched for. Consequently, it is conceivable that the Higgs decaying in a non-
standard way may have been missed at colliders, if it decays into a final state that has not
been targeted. In reality, it is not necessarily easy for a light Higgs to remain hidden, because
the collective body of LEP searches constrain many different final state topologies. Even if
a specific Higgs decay mode has not been searched for directly, it may still be captured by
a multitude of LEP searches.
There are a few proposals for a hidden Higgs in the literature (for a review see [5, 6]). The
most studied scenario (and the first one to point out the improved naturalness with a hidden
Higgs) is in the context of the NMSSM [7]. Additional examples include more general singlet
extensions of the MSSM [8], supersymmetric little Higgs models [9], the R-parity violating
MSSM [10], and the CP-violating MSSM [11]. In all of these scenarios the Higgs decays into
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a pair of light non-SM particles, e.g. pseudoscalar singlets or neutralinos, which then decay
into two or more visible SM particles. Recently, the hidden Higgs scenario has triggered
enough interest in the community to prompt the revisiting of LEP data in search of certain
4-body Higgs decay topologies. The h → 4b [4] and h → 4τ [12] possibilities are now
excluded for Higgs masses . 110 GeV. Other scenarios, however, are constrained only by
the model-independent Higgs search of OPAL [13], requiring that the Higgs mass be above
∼ 82 GeV.
The hidden Higgs idea is most naturally expressed in the context of supersymmetry
(SUSY) where the existence of a light Higgs, mh ' mZ , ameliorates the little hierarchy
problem. In this case it is natural to wonder whether SUSY could also be hidden: some of
the SM superpartners may have been copiously produced at colliders and evaded detection
due to non-standard decays. In this paper, we realize hidden Higgs and hidden SUSY in a
supersymmetric model with a light hidden sector. The lightest ‘visible’ superpartner (LVSP –
the equivalent of the LSP in the MSSM) is allowed to cascade into the hidden sector, typically
producing visible particles in the process. The sensitivity of standard SUSY searches can
then be greatly diminished when the LVSP decays partly into visible energy.
We consider three distinct scenarios where the lightest MSSM Higgs boson decays domi-
nantly into the hidden sector. In the singlet channel scenario the Higgs decays to the hidden
sector through direct couplings. In the other two scenarios the Higgs first decays to a pair
of LVSPs which, having no visible decay channels open, decay into the hidden sector. The
MSSM contains two types of electrically neutral and colorless superpartners which leads to
the neutralino channel and the sneutrino channel scenarios. In all of the models we consider,
hidden sector cascades produce a large multiplicity of boosted hidden sector particles. Some
of these hidden sector particles decay to leptons, and the final state of the Higgs decay is
therefore characterized by several groups of collimated leptons plus missing energy. The
name lepton jet has been coined for these spectacular objects [14, 15, 16].
The striking phenomenology of light hidden sectors has been studied in the past [17].
More recently, the existence of such sectors was motivated by the observed astrophysical
anomalies [18, 19, 20]. Indeed, the observed excesses in the positron and electron cosmic ray
fluxes may be signatures of dark matter annihilations [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] or decays [22, 27]
into a light hidden sector which is weakly coupled to the visible sector. In this paper we do
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Figure 1: An example of a Higgs decay to lepton jets, through the neutralino production portal of
Section 3.1. The hidden sector cascades can lead to many leptons per Higgs decay, in this case 18.
This example uses the particle content and vertices of the minimal U(1)d hidden sector described
in section 2.2. A larger hidden sector can lead to even larger multiplicities. If the neutralinos
are heavy enough to be produced close to rest, their decay products will be well-separated, and
the leptons will partition into 4 distinct lepton jets. Alternatively, if the neutralinos are light and
boosted, the event will consist of two groups of collimated leptons, neutralino jets.
not address the aforementioned anomalies and concentrate instead, on the collider signatures
of such hidden sectors.
As a simple example, we consider a hidden sector with U(1)d gauge symmetry broken at
the GeV scale. U(1)d couples to the visible sector through kinetic mixing with hypercharge,
implying that (i) the hidden photon can decay to the light SM fermions, and (ii) the LVSP
can decay to the hidden sector. Consequently, once the Higgs decays, it initiates a hidden
sector cascade, producing in addition to the true LSP, many hidden photons and scalars
which decay to highly boosted lepton jets. An example of such a Higgs decay is shown in
Fig. 1. To demonstrate that a light Higgs can be accommodated in the above scenario, we
simulate Higgs decays to lepton jets and determine the sensitivity of a wide range of LEP
and Tevatron searches. We consider the experimental observables that are relevant for Higgs
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decays into lepton jets, and identify the viable region in the space of these observables. This
procedure allows us to write benchmark models for the neutralino and singlet channels in
which the Higgs as light as 100 GeV is allowed by all existing searches. (The sneutrino
channel is harder to accommodate with the specific hidden sector we consider.) One should
stress that the final states in these models are so spectacular that a dedicated analysis at
LEP or the Tevatron could quickly discover the Higgs signal, or place a far more stringent
bound on the Higgs boson mass.
Several previous studies have considered Higgs decays to light hidden sectors. Ref. [28]
considers decays that produce very displaced vertices. While it is conceivable that such a
scenario can accommodate a light Higgs, this possibility was not explored by the authors
of [28] and we do not consider it here. Ref. [29] discusses Higgs decays to two hidden sector
photons which subsequently decay to four SM leptons [29]. The authors do not attempt
to hide a light Higgs in this scenario (but see comments in [6]). We take a complimentary
approach by considering different models that yield a larger variety of final state topologies
and multiplicities than these previous works, and in doing so, we identify scenarios that allow
for a light Higgs boson with prompt decays.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the concept of a GeV-scale
hidden sector that communicates with the SM through kinetic mixing, and introduce a
minimal phenomenological model with a U(1)d gauge symmetry. In Section 3 we describe
the channels via which the Higgs can decay into the hidden sector. In Section 4 we discuss
the collider phenomenology of Higgs decays to lepton jets by defining the experimental
observables that characterize this scenario. In Section 5 we briefly explain why a light Higgs
decaying into lepton jets is not obviously excluded by LEP and Tevatron searches, as one
may naively suspect. We then review the relevant LEP and Tevatron searches in Section
6. In Section 7, we discuss how these searches constrain the experimental observables, and
construct benchmark models with a 100 GeV Higgs that satisfy these constraints. In Section
8 we discuss search strategies at LEP and the Tevatron that can differentiate lepton jets
from QCD jets and allow for discovery of a light Higgs decaying to lepton jets. We conclude
in Section 9. We describe our hidden sector notations in Appendix A and list benchmark
signal efficiencies for LEP and Tevatron searches in Appendix B.
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2 The Hidden Sector
We begin by reviewing the framework in which we will later embed a hidden Higgs. In
Section 2.1, we discuss portals that can connect a light hidden sector to the visible sector.
These portals take the form of operators composed of both hidden sector fields and SM
fields. We focus on the vector portal – kinetic mixing between hidden sector gauge fields and
SM gauge fields. Then, in Section 2.2, we specialize to a minimal phenomenological hidden
sector, with U(1)d gauge symmetry, and discuss the interactions among hidden sector fields.
These hidden sector interactions will be important for the collider phenomenology discussed
later in the paper.
2.1 Portals
To trigger non-conventional Higgs decays, we study a hidden sector with a gauge group Gd
broken at the GeV scale and weakly coupled to the SM. Here and below we work in the
supersymmetric framework, which allows one to stabilize both the weak and GeV scales.
For simplicity, we will focus on Gd = U(1)d. We will see that this simple case is rich
enough to allow for Higgs decays with tens of lepton tracks.Non-Abelian models generalize
the structure and provide a simple way to further soften and increase the multiplicity of the
produced leptons. We return to this scenario in Section 7.3.
The hidden sector may couple to the visible sector through various portals (for a useful
discussion see [30]). Here we concentrate on the so-called vector portal which has been studied
extensively [31, 32, 30, 21, 16, 33, 34, 25, 35]. It is straightforward to extend this scenario to
other portals. The communication of the hidden sector with the MSSM is through kinetic
mixing of the hidden photon, γd, of mass mγd and the hypercharge field Bµ,
Lmix = 1
2
 γµνd Bµν =
1
2
 γµνd (cos θWAµν − sin θWZµν) . (2.1)
Here γµνd (Bµν) is the field strength of γd (Bµ) and θW is the Weinberg angle. The mixing
parameter, , is assumed to be small,  . 10−3. The mixing with the photon can be removed
by a shift of the photon field,
Aµ → Aµ +  cos θWγd . (2.2)
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Figure 2: Interactions that follow from kinetic mixing between the hidden photon and hypercharge.
The hidden photon couples to the electromagnetic current, including lepton pairs, as in the diagram
on the left. The cross on the diagram indicates the  suppression. The right two diagrams show
possible decays of the SM bino to the hidden sector, which follow from gaugino kinetic mixing. The
SM LSP is no longer stable, and all SUSY cascades can end in the hidden sector.
As a consequence, the hidden photon couples to all electrically charged particles with the
strength  e cos θW . The smallness of  implies millicharged couplings, consistent with all
current bounds [33, 34]. The main significance of the above mixing is to trigger the decay of
the hidden photon, γd, to kinematically accessible leptons and hadrons. This is illustrated
with the left diagram of Fig. 2. Decays of the hidden photon to electrically neutral particles
that couple to the Z, such as neutrinos, are suppressed by m2γd/m
2
Z and will not play an
important role. Similarly, we can ignore the mixing between the hidden and visible Higgses
through the D-terms.
Upon supersymmetrizing Eq. (2.1), the hidden gaugino and visible bino (and therefore
neutralinos) mix. One finds the kinetic mixing terms
− i γ˜†d σ¯µ∂µB˜ − i B˜† σ¯µ∂µγ˜d . (2.3)
Much as before, it is convenient to shift the hidden bino
γ˜d → γ˜d +  B˜ , (2.4)
which removes the kinetic mixing, while keeping the mass matrix diagonal to order mγd/mZ .
Consequently, hidden fields charged under U(1)d interact with the visible neutralinos with
-suppressed couplings. In particular, all hidden sector scalars hid, with charges qi, couple to
the visible bino,
−  gdB˜
∑
i
qi h
i†
d h˜
i
d . (2.5)
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Thus the visible neutralino may decay to the hidden neutralinos and either a Higgs or the
longitudinal mode of the hidden photon, as in the right two diagrams of Fig. 2. In addition
to the above, the small off-diagonal terms in the mass matrix induce mγd/mZ-suppressed
couplings of the form
−  g′ mγd
mZ
γ˜d
∑
i
Yif
if˜ i , (2.6)
where f i(f˜ i) are MSSM (s)fermions, Yi are the corresponding hypercharges, and g
′ is the
hypercharge gauge coupling. This coupling will play a role in the sneutrino decay channel
discussed in Section 3.2 below.
Finally, the hidden sector may have additional couplings to the visible sector. For in-
stance, couplings of singlets in the superpotential,
W ⊃ S (y χχ¯+ λHuHd) , (2.7)
can lead to the higgs portal, HuHdχ
∗χ¯∗ + c.c., where χ and χ¯ are charged under the hidden
sector. If χ and/or χ¯ get VEVs, this operator can trigger mixing between the MSSM Higgses
and hidden particles. If χ, χ¯ are relatively heavy the presence of the mixing does not change
the decay branching fractions of the low-lying hidden states. The Higgs portal can, however,
lead to Higgs decays into hidden sector particles. From now on we will refer to this mechanism
as the singlet channel, which we return to in Section 3.3.
2.2 A Minimal Model
We now introduce the field content of a minimal hidden sector that leads to Higgs decays to
lepton jets. In order to break the U(1)d gauge group, two Higgs chiral superfields, h1,2 with
charges ±1, are added. Generally, both Higgs fields obtain VEVs. This hidden sector setup
was also studied in [15] (and we give further details in Appendix A). The hidden spectrum
contains
• One massive photon γd,
• Three hidden neutralinos n˜id, which are mixtures of the hidden gaugino and Higgsinos,
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• Three hidden scalars hid: taking the hidden sector vacuum to preserve CP, there are
two CP-even scalars, hd, Hd, and one CP-odd scalar, Ad.
All these particles have masses which, for definiteness, are assumed to lie in the 100 MeV
to few GeV ballpark. Supersymmetry is softly broken in the hidden sector, and we assume
completely general soft and µ terms. This gives sufficient freedom to organize the masses in
the hidden sector into various patterns leading to different types of cascades. The interactions
within the hidden sector are fully dictated by gauge symmetry and supersymmetry. The
neutralinos interact via,
n˜id n˜
j
d h
k
d , n˜
i†
d σµn˜
j
d γ
µ
d , (2.8)
where the couplings are fixed by the hidden gauge couplings and mixing angles. Through
these vertices the hidden neutralinos can cascade down to the lightest one (which we assume
to be the true LSP1, emitting hidden scalars and photons). Whenever it is kinematically
available, the scalars can also decay through the vertices
hid h
j
d h
k
d , h
i
d γ
µ
d (γd)µ, (2.9)
that originate from the D-term and from the scalar kinetic terms.
Thus, depending on the mass spectrum, the cascades may lead to a large multiplicity of
hidden particles in each event. The mass spectrum controls, for example, the typical length
of the hidden cascade, the multiplicity of visible final states, and the amount of missing
energy. The minimal model can be deformed by considering a non-Abelian hidden gauge
group or by adding more chiral multiplets, both of which increase the number of scalar and
fermionic eigenstates and can lengthen the hidden cascades, thereby producing a larger final
state multiplicity. We study an example with such a modification in Section 7.3.
3 Higgs Decays to the Hidden Sector
The MSSM by itself allows for a rich variety of Higgs decay modes, depending on the visible
spectrum. In particular, if the LVSP is sufficiently light, the Higgs can decay to it with
1If visible-sector SUSY is broken by gauge mediation, there will also be a light gravitino. Hidden fermions
decay to the gravitino well outside the detector [16], so here we can neglect the gravitino.
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Figure 3: Higgs and Z decays to neutralinos. The neutralinos then decay into the hidden sector
as in figure 2. We consider the region of the MSSM parameter space where the Higgs dominantly
decays to neutralinos while the charginos are above the LEP bound of ∼ 100 GeV. In this region,
we find mN˜1 < mZ/2, such that the Z can also decay to neutralinos, as in the right diagram. This
is consistent with LEP-1 constraints when BR (Z → 2 N˜1) . 10−3.
a sizable branching fraction, much larger than to the SM channels like bb¯ or τ+τ−. If the
LVSP is stable, such a scenario is strongly constrained by invisible Higgs searches at LEP [36].
The mixing of the hidden sector with the MSSM, however, makes the LVSP unstable. Then
the Higgs can decay predominantly into complicated high-multiplicity final states. Such a
possibility has not been experimentally studied at LEP or the Tevatron, therefore a priori a
Higgs boson can be lighter than the naive LEP limit of 114.4 GeV. Below we identify three
possible channels through which the lightest CP-even Higgs of the MSSM can decay into the
hidden sector.
3.1 Neutralino Channel
In principle, there is no model-independent bound on the mass of the LVSP neutralino (this
is because the bino is an MSSM singlet). The bounds on the Higgs boson mass can then
be significantly relaxed, if the LVSP neutralino is sufficiently light, such that the Higgs
branching fraction into it is & 75%, while a sizable fraction of the neutralino energy comes
back in the form of visible SM states. A similar scenario with a light Hidden Higgs was
considered in Ref. [10] within the R-parity violating MSSM, where the neutralino decays
into three SM quarks, leading to the Higgs-to-6-jets signature. Higgs decays to neutralinos
have also been considered in the framework of gauge mediation in [37]. Here we revisit the
neutralino channel in the context of the Higgs decaying to lepton jets.
The coupling of the lightest MSSM Higgs boson to the lightest neutralino arises from the
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Higgs-Higgino-Bino/Wino couplings and takes the form,
gh11hN˜1N˜1 + h.c. , gh11 =
1
2
(gcW − g′cB) (cαcU + sαcD) . (3.1)
We parametrized the embedding of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson into the Higgs doublets
as H0u = (sβv + cαh + . . . )/
√
2, H0d = (cβv − sαh + . . . )/
√
2. The angles ci describe the
composition of the lightest neutralino in terms of the original gauginos and Higgsinos: N˜1 =
cBB˜ + cW W˜
3 + cUH˜
0
u + cDH˜
0
d . The Higgs partial decay width is,
Γ(h→ N˜1N˜1) = g
2
h11mh
4pi
(
1− 4m˜
2
N1
m2h
)3/2
. (3.2)
This should be compared with the decay width into a pair of b-quarks,
Γ(h→ bb¯) = cQCD 3
8pi
y2hbb
(
1− 4m
2
b
m2h
)3/2
, (3.3)
where yhbb = cαmb/cβv and cQCD is a fudge factor that captures higher-order QCD ef-
fects. The latter are numerically relevant; for example, cQCD ≈ 1/2 for the SM Higgs of
mh = 100 GeV and for mb ≈ 4.6 GeV. The neutralinos then subsequently decay to the
hidden sector through the couplings in Eq. (2.5). The decays are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Even if mN1 < mh/2 (which is fairly easy to arrange) it is not automatic that the Higgs
decays to neutralinos with a sizable branching fraction. Indeed, the coupling gh11 vanishes if
the lightest neutralino is a pure gaugino or a pure Higgsino. The decays into neutralinos are
therefore relevant only if the latter is a mixture of gauginos and Higgsinos. LEP constraints
on a light SM Higgs require that
Γ(h→ bb¯)/Γ(h→ N˜1N˜1) <∼ 0.25 (3.4)
This is possible for example, if the lightest neutralino is dominantly a bino, with a 10%
Higgsino fraction. A corollary is that the second visible neutralino and the lightest visible
chargino cannot be arbitrarily heavy as otherwise the mixing angles cU,D would be suppressed.
Thus there is tension between Eq. (3.4) and the LEP constraints on light charginos and the
Tevatron constraints on trilepton signals from decays of the second to lightest neutralino2.
2Although the standard supersymmetry searches are not necessarily sensitive to these models, we require
the charginos to be heavier than the LEP reach ∼ 100 GeV.
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Figure 4: Higgs branching ratios for the neutralino and sneutrino channels. Each plot shows the
total Higgs branching ratios to the SM and hidden sector, as functions of the Higgs mass. The SM
width is dominated by the branching fractions to bb¯ and W+W−, which are also shown separately.
The parameters are fixed according to the benchmark models of Section 7.3. For each model, the
Higgs decays dominantly to the hidden sector below the W+W− threshold, and a 100 GeV Higgs
satisfies the LEP constraint BR (h→ bb¯) < 0.2. The Higgs widths to SM states are taken from
HDECAY [38].
Nevertheless, numerically one can find large portions of the parameter space where the Higgs
decay into the lightest neutralino dominates, and at the same time the lightest chargino and
the second neutralino are significantly heavier than 100 GeV, and thus beyond LEP reach.
Trilepton constraints from the Tevatron, on the other hand, are model-dependent, because
they depend on the branching fraction to trileptons and their kinematics. In Section 7.3, we
will consider an example spectrum that is not constrained by trilepton searches.
Interestingly, all the viable points we have found correspond to the lightest visible neu-
tralino mass below 40 GeV (this is consistent with the results of [10]). In consequence, the
neutralino channel is constrained by LEP-1 searches (the Z boson can decay to neutralinos
via its Higgsino component), but in the following we show that all existing experimental
constraints can be satisfied. In the left plot of Fig. 4 we show the Higgs decay branch-
ing fractions as a function of the Higgs mass for the neutralino channel. The benchmark
parameters of the specific model used are described in Section 7.3.
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Figure 5: Diagrams relevant for Higgs cascade decays into the hidden sector via the sneutrino
channel. The left diagram shows the Higgs decaying into a sneutrino pair. The right two diagrams
are examples of two and three body decays of the sneutrino into hidden particles plus a SM neutrino.
The neutrino production implies an irreducible missing energy component for this channel, which
is constrained by LEP h→ E/T searches, as discussed in Section 7.2.
3.2 Sneutrino Channel
The MSSM contains another class of neutral supersymmetric particles – the sneutrinos –
which are the scalar partners of the SM left-handed neutrinos. If at least one of the sneutrinos
is lighter than half the Higgs mass, another channel is open for the Higgs to decay into the
hidden sector. In the MSSM, the Higgs couples to the sneutrinos through the SU(2)W×U(1)Y
D-terms,
VD ⊃ 1
8
(
g′2 + g2
) (|Hu|2 − |Hd|2 − |ν˜i|2 + ...)2 , (3.5)
where g′(g) is the hypercharge (weak) gauge coupling and the ellipses stand for additional
terms which involve the sleptons and additional MSSM fields. The above term induces a
tri-linear coupling between the lightest MSSM Higgs and two sneutrinos,
m2Z
v
sin(α + β)h ν˜† ν˜ , (3.6)
where the resulting Higgs decay width is
Γ(h→ ν˜ν˜) = m
4
Z
16pimhv2
sin2(α + β)
(
1− 4m
2
ν˜
m2h
)1/2
. (3.7)
The Higgs-sneutrino coupling is typically large, thus the h→ ν˜ν˜ decay normally dominates
over h→ bb¯ as soon as it is kinematically allowed. This is shown in the right plot of Fig. 4 for
the benchmark model described in Section 7.3. The sneutrino cannot be lighter than mZ/2
as this is excluded by the LEP-1 measurement of the Z-width. This leaves the window
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mZ/2 < mν˜ < mh/2 where the decay into sneutrinos can potentially lead to a hidden and
light Higgs.
Much as in the neutralino LVSP case, the sneutrino is not stable and hence the Higgs
decaying into sneutrinos is not invisible. There are two ways for the sneutrino to decay
into the hidden sector, both illustrated in Fig. 5. Since the bino is heavy in this scenario,
Eq. (2.6) induces a three-body decay into a neutrino, a hidden neutralino and a hidden boson
(scalar or photon). Conversely, the sneutrino can decay directly into a SM neutrino and a
hidden neutralino, through the interaction in Eq. (2.6), however, the coupling is suppressed
by an additional mγd/mZ factor. As a consequence, the 3-body decay is dominant, unless
the lightest visible neutralino is significantly heavier than 100 GeV. The sneutrino decay
may be followed by a cascade in the hidden sector leading to a final state with a number of
visible leptons and missing energy from the true LSP in the hidden sector. Due to the SM
neutrino in the final state, the sneutrino channel is characterized by more missing energy
than the neutralino channel.
As we will discuss below, the sneutrino channel, together with the minimal U(1)d hidden
sector of Section 2.2, suffers from considerable tension with several LEP searches. Two rea-
sons are the typically larger missing energy in the Higgs decays through the sneutrino channel
and the independent sneutrino production cross-section through off-shell Z’s, which is com-
parable in rate to Higgs-strahlung. An extended hidden sector, with additional cascades,
can resolve this tension. We return to these issues in Section 7.
3.3 Singlet Channel
Finally, new Higgs decay modes are possible, if there are additional mediators that couple
both to the Higgs and to the hidden sector. A simple example is constructed starting from
the NMSSM in which an additional singlet, S, couples to the Higgs doublets. S obtains a
VEV, thereby ameliorating the so called µ-problem. To enable the Higgs decays, consider,
as an example, the following superpotential,
Wsinglet = S (y χ χ¯+ λHuHd) + κ1 χ¯ h
2
1 + κ2 χh
2
2 . (3.8)
Here χ, χ¯ are chiral superfields with charges±2 under Gd and h1,2 are the two hidden Higgses.
Once the visible Higgses and the singlet acquire VEVs, masses for χ, χ¯ are generated: the
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Figure 6: Diagrams relevant for Higgs cascade decays into the hidden sector via the singlet channel
of Eq. (3.8). The scalars that couple to the Higgs are split by the NMSSM singlet F -term, such
that the lighter one, χ1, is easily lighter than half the Higgs mass. The scalars couple to light
hidden sector Higgses through the superpotential, and the right two diagrams are examples of the
resulting decays of χ1 into hidden fermions and scalars.
fermionic degrees of freedom get a mass y〈S〉, while the scalar masses are split by the F -term
of S, m2χ = y
2〈S〉2 ± y FS. If the lightest scalar state is lighter than mh/2, the Higgs can
decay into a pair of these fields with a large branching fraction, as long as the couplings y
and λ are sizeable. Quite generically, the branching fraction into the hidden sector is close
to unity. The branching fraction for the benchmark model described in Section 7 is shown
in the right plot of Fig. 7.
Subsequently, the χ states decay via the κ1,2 couplings into hidden Higgsinos and Higgses,
which finally decay to SM fermions. Once again the final state of the Higgs decay is a
number of leptons plus missing energy. The virtue of this model is that it requires a minimal
deformation of the NMSSM (or other variants which address the µ-problem), and is by
and large independent of the visible spectrum. It can therefore accommodate heavy SM
superpartners which are beyond the LEP and Tevatron reach, while allowing the Higgs
to decay dominantly into the hidden sector. Such a model is therefore in principle less
constrained by existing searches.
4 Collider Phenomenology
In order to establish models where the Higgs and possibly SUSY are hidden, we must under-
stand how the phenomenology of this scenario is experimentally constrained. In this section,
we describe the collider physics of a Higgs decaying to lepton jets. We begin, in Section 4.1,
with a general description of lepton jets and neutralino jets, which are a particular subclass
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Figure 7: Same as in Fig. 4, for the singlet channel, with the parameters fixed according to the
benchmark of Section 7.3.
defined below. Then, in Section 4.2, we describe the most prominent experimental variables
of this scenario, defining a space of observables. After discussing the relevant LEP and Teva-
tron searches in Section 6, we continue in Section 7 by identifying the allowed region in this
space of experimental observables. We then construct benchmark models that reside in this
allowed region.
4.1 Lepton Jets and Neutralino Jets
The Higgs can avoid detection at LEP and the Tevatron if it decays into final states that
are relatively unconstrained by existing searches. Here we focus on one such class of final
state objects: lepton jets, which are defined as high-multiplicity clusters of boosted and
collimated leptons [14, 15, 16]. Lepton jets can be produced when the Higgs decays through
low lying hidden sector states with masses (in particular the hidden gauge boson) below
. 1 GeV. These hidden sector states then decay to leptons. The picture is the following.
First, the Higgs boson is produced, alone or in association with Z or W , and decays into a
pair of SM superpartners or singlets. We discussed three such channels in Section 3. The
pair promptly decays into the hidden sector, cascading through hidden sector interactions
to produce highly boosted hidden scalars, photons and neutralinos. These appear in the
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detector either as missing energy or produce boosted leptons which populate lepton jets. An
example of such a Higgs cascade decay is depicted in Fig. 1.
The number of lepton jets per Higgs decay depends on the cascading spectrum, and the
resulting topology is easily deduced by recalling that particles produced at rest decay to well-
separated objects while boosted particles decay to collimated objects. For example, if the
Higgs decays to two weak scale SM superpartners or singlets, each will decay to well-separated
hidden particles that seed distinct lepton jets. Subsequent decays will be collimated, and
the event topology can contain as many as four lepton jets. Alternatively, for example, if
the Higgs decays to two very light neutralinos, mN˜1 . 10 GeV, then each neutralino’s decay
products will be clustered, and the event topology will contain two lepton jets, one for each
neutralino. In this situation, we refer to the lepton jets as neutralino jets. We consider an
example with neutralino jets in Section 7.3.
4.2 Experimental Observables
Concentrating on the lepton jets, we identify the following relevant collider variables,
• Visible Final States: Electrons vs. Muons
The hidden photon decays through the kinetic mixing, Eq. (2.1), into all kinemati-
cally allowed SM states with electric charge. Thus, the mass of the hidden photon is
the only parameter controlling which visible particles appear at the end of the Higgs
cascade decay. For mγd < 2me the hidden photon is stable on collider scales, which
would amount to a purely invisible Higgs signature. This scenario is strongly con-
strained, as we review in Section 6, and we do not consider this possibility here.
For 2me < mγd < 2mµ the hidden photon decays exclusively into electrons. For
2mµ < mγd < 2mpi± the hidden photon decays into a pair of muons or electrons,
roughly in equal amounts. For mγd > 2mpi± the branching fractions are determined
by R ≡ BR (e+e− → had)/BR (e+e− → µ+µ−) [39, 33] which is measured experimen-
tally [40]. As long as mγd . 400 MeV, BR (γd → pi+pi−) is less than 10% and can be
safely neglected, as we do below. The branching fractions are shown in Fig 8.
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Figure 8: Hidden photon branching ratios to electrons, muons, and hadrons through the elec-
tromagnetic current, as a function of the hidden photon mass. The hadronic branching ratio
is derived from the measured R ≡ BR(e+e− → had)/BR(e+e− → µ+µ−) [40]. We see that
for mγd . 500 MeV, the hidden photon decays dominantly to leptons, including muons for
mγd > 211 MeV.
• Lepton Multiplicity
This observable is extremely sensitive to the details of the hidden sector spectrum. One
important factor is the identity of the lightest hidden neutralino. Since the visible bino
couples to hidden Higgsinos, see Eq. (2.5), model realizations where the hidden bino is
lighter than the hidden Higgsinos have longer cascades, and therefore tend to produce
more visible leptons. Another crucial factor is the ratio of the masses of the lightest
hidden scalar and hidden photon. When mhd < mγd , the hidden Higgs, hd, dominantly
decays to 2 leptons at one-loop [33], and is stable on collider scales. On the other hand,
for mhd > mγd the 3-body decays with one on-shell hidden photon are allowed, which
leads to prompt decays of hd into 4 leptons, as long as the mixing parameter  is not
too small. The spectrum of the other hidden scalars is also important. For example,
when mHd > 2mhd the dominant decay mode of Hd is Hd → 2hd → 8 l, while for
mγd < mHd < 2mhd the 4-lepton decay via the hidden photons dominates. Depending
on the mass spectra, the average lepton multiplicities can thus range from zero to a few
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Figure 9: The lepton multiplicity and missing transverse energy distributions of Higgs decays
for the three benchmarks of section 7.3. The left panel shows the multiplicity of leptons with
pT > 50 MeV, which is roughly the threshold for detecting tracks at LEP. The event counts
correspond to the data collected in the year 2000 at LEP-2, corresponding to L ≈ 214 pb−1 at√
s = 205− 207 GeV. The right panel shows the missing energy distribution at Tevatron Run II,√
s = 1.96 TeV, and the event counts correspond to L = 5 fb−1. The sneutrino benchmark has the
most missing energy because of the irreducible missing energy carried by the neutrinos.
tens of leptons per Higgs decay. Going beyond the minimal U(1)d model, for example
by making the hidden group non-Abelian, only increases the number of possibilities.
Additionally, if the hidden gauge coupling is sizeable (g2d/4pi & 0.1), hidden sector
showering also increases the number of leptons [39, 15]. Example lepton multiplicity
distributions are given in Fig. 9.
• Missing Energy
The average missing energy per Higgs decay is also very sensitive to the hidden spec-
trum. The missing energy can range anywhere from being very small, less than 10 GeV,
to where it dominates over visible energy. The most important factor determining the
amount of missing energy is how many hidden particles are collider-stable. Further-
more, missing energy depends on the Higgs decay channel into the hidden sector. For
the sneutrino channel the amount of missing energy is typically larger, because a hard
neutrino is emitted when the sneutrino decays into the hidden sector. For typical hid-
den spectra the average missing transverse energy per Higgs decay is on the order of
10-50 GeV, and displays a large variation on an event-by-event basis, see Fig. 9.
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Figure 10: Transverse event displays for Z decays to neutralinos at LEP-1. The red vectors show
the transverse momenta of leptons and the green vectors correspond to long-lived hidden sector
particles that escape the detector as missing energy. The left display shows a 4-lepton-jet event, with
mN˜1 = 30 GeV, that would have been detected by the ALEPH acoplanar jet search [41]. The thrust
(black) is used to define two jets (blue). In an acoplanar event, the jets are separated by θaco < 175
◦
in the transverse plane. The central display shows an event that would have been detected by the
ALEPH monojet search [42] because all visible energy falls in the same hemisphere. Here, both
neutralinos produce exactly one visible lepton jet in the same hemisphere, balanced by missing
energy. Both acoplanar jets and monojets are avoided if mN˜1 . 5 GeV with both neutralinos
decaying (partly) visibly, as in the right display. The topology of the back-to-back neutralino jets
mimic the hadronic dijet background.
• Event Topology: Number of Lepton Jets
The directions of final state lepton momenta are not distributed randomly. Hidden
sector particles are produced with large boosts, and their clustered decay products
populate distinct lepton jets containing highly collimated leptons. The final state
topology is characterized by the number of lepton jets, which depends on the spectrum
and first steps of the cascade decay. A two-jet topology arises when the Higgs decays
directly into two GeV scale objects, or if the superpartners decay into one hidden par-
ticle that decays visibly along with other invisible particles. The former possibility
is most easily realized with the neutralino jets discussed in Section 4.1. Indeed, if
the lightest MSSM neutralino mass is below 10 GeV (which is possible without com-
promising naturalness, and without conflicting experiment), its visible decay products
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Figure 11: The pT distributions of all leptons (solid, red) and isolated leptons (dashed, blue) pro-
duced in gluon fusion Higgs decays at Tevatron Run II, L = 5 fb−1, for the singlet benchmark of
section 7.3. Tevatron searches for trileptons and like-sign dileptons impose strict isolation require-
ments in order to fight the SM heavy flavor and in-flight-decay backgrounds. For this plot, we use
a track-based isolation definition where the scalar pT sum of all other tracks in a cone surrounding
the lepton, ∆R < 0.4, must not exceed 10% the pT of the lepton [43]. We see that Higgs decays to
lepton jets produce few isolated leptons, all of which are soft.
form a jet along its direction of motion. On the other hand, when the Higgs decays
into neutralinos heavier than 10 GeV, or when the three-body decays of the sneutrino
channel dominate, the event topology will contain 3 or more jets. Finally, if one of the
two primary Higgs decay products (neutralinos, sneutrinos or hidden fields) decays in-
visibly, while the other decays into one lepton jet, the final state will display a monojet
topology. All three possibilities are shown in Figure 10.
• Lepton Isolation
Yet another consequence of their boosted origin is that lepton jets are narrow, with con-
stituent leptons that are not isolated. Tevatron searches for new physics that produces
leptons, such as the trilepton and like-sign dilepton searches discussed in Section 6.3,
require isolated leptons in order to fight the backgrounds from heavy-flavor decays
and in-flight meson decays. These searches typically require leptons to be isolated
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within cones of ∆R < 0.4. Some searches require total isolation in this cone [44], while
other searches put limits on the energy deposition in the calorimeters [45], or the sum
of track pT [43]. Lepton jets violate these isolation definitions because each hidden
photon decays into a pair of close leptons separated by ∆R . 0.1. Thus, almost all
leptons in the final state have at least one companion track within the isolation cone3.
Furthermore, the bulk of our parameter space leads to large lepton multiplicities with
numerous leptons in a ∆R ∼ 0.1 cone, further spoiling the isolation. In Fig. 11 we
show the distribution of the total number of leptons as a function of the transverse
momenta together with leptons that satisfy the track-based isolation of Ref. [43]. One
can see that only a small fraction of the leptons are isolated, and these are typically
soft leptons that would not pass the pT cuts for most new physics analyses. The other
isolation definitions give similar results.
• Displaced Vertices
A final feature of this class of models is the possible existence of displaced vertices.
For instance, displaced vertices are produced if the kinetic mixing, , is small enough.
The hidden photon decay length scales as 1/2, so that for hidden photon mass mγd '
0.1 GeV, displaced vertices show up for  . 10−5. Displaced vertices can also appear
for a subset of final state particles, in three-body decays, if mass splittings in the
hidden sector are small compared to the GeV scale. This can occur without tuning.
For example, the splitting between two hidden neutralinos can be naturally small if
they are both Higgsino-like. The presence of displaced vertices would avoid most of
the existing LEP and Tevatron constraints, as such signal events would not be selected
by most analyses. Higgs decays with displaced vertices were studied in [28, 46]. To
keep our discussion simple we do not consider them in this paper. Nonetheless, one
should keep in mind that this possibility could be realized in nature and would relax the
constraints on new physics. Conversely, designing collider search strategies that would
be sensitive to a Higgs decaying to lepton jets with displaced vertices is an important
3Isolated leptons are sometimes produced when soft leptons are emitted at wide angles from the rest of
the lepton jet or when nearby leptons are too soft to reach the calorimeter (e.g. pT ≤ 0.5 GeV at Tevatron),
and are therefore interpreted as missing energy.
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task that we postpone for future work.
5 Can Lepton Jets Really Hide the Higgs?
Before considering specific searches, it is natural to ask whether Higgs decays to lepton jets
would have been trivially seen at LEP and/or the Tevatron. In other words, one might think
that it is naive to imagine that such spectacular events can remain undetected. To address
this worry let us first consider LEP-2, which sets the strongest limits on a light Higgs. The
production cross-section, for a 100 GeV Higgs, is around 0.3− 0.4 pb. The total luminosity
at LEP-2 is on the order of 450 pb−1, per experiment. The number of Higgs-strahlung events
before cuts is therefore ∼ 130. Preliminary cuts typically reduce the number of events by
an order of magnitude, leaving only a handful of events and making detection nontrivial
without a dedicated search. Furthermore, due to the relatively poor quality of the hadronic
calorimeters at the LEP experiments, hadronic activity is typically identified by the number
of tracks. For this reason, even at LEP-1 where the neutralino channel allows for as many as
104 lepton jet events, these events are easily hidden beneath the large hadronic background.
At the Tevatron, Higgs production is dominated by gluon fusion with a cross-section of
∼ 2 pb for a 100 GeV Higgs. With 5 fb−1 this implies 104 Higgs events. Of course, the
large QCD background does not allow one to search for such events ‘by eye’. Even so, one
may worry that the existence of many leptons would, naively, allow for an easy discovery.
The key point is that Tevatron searches for leptons require them to be isolated. This is
true, in particular, for the Vista/Sleuth global searches which take a model-independent
approach [47]. The leptons produced by Higgs decays to lepton jets are typically not isolated,
and thereby evade the standard searches. The small number of Higgs events that do produce
isolated leptons are buried beneath the QCD and electroweak backgrounds.
6 Experimental Constraints
The strongest constraints on the Higgs mass and decay branching fractions come from LEP-
2 searches. These are obtained assuming the Higgs is dominantly produced through the
Higgs-strahlung process, e+e− → Zh, with the SM cross section. Three well known results
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should be kept in mind:
1. The most robust constraint on the Higgs mass comes from the model independent
search by OPAL [13], mh ≥ 82 GeV. This bound is independent of the Higgs decay
modes.
2. The mass of the SM Higgs is constrained to be mh ≥ 114.4 GeV [48]. This bound is
obtained by studying the dominant h → bb¯ SM decay. Conversely, the study can be
interpreted as a bound on the h → bb¯ branching ratio, which for a 100 GeV Higgs is
bounded to be BR(h→ bb¯) . 20% [4].
3. Finally, the invisible Higgs (where the Higgs decays exclusively into missing energy)
must be heavier than 115 GeV [49]. Again, the bound can be interpreted also as the
bound on the branching ratio of Higgs to invisible states. For a 100 GeV Higgs the
bound is BR(h→ E/) . 15%.
The LEP collaborations have performed several searches for Higgs decaying into 2 SM
particles other than the b quarks, always placing a bound on the Higgs mass almost as
stringent as the SM one, see [5] for a review. Higgs decaying into a larger number of SM
states is considerably less constrained, with the exception of h → 4b and h → 4τ channels.
Thus, Higgs decaying into high multiplicity final states offers a way to circumvent the LEP
limits, as long as 2-body decay channels are sufficiently suppressed.
Higgs decaying to lepton jets has not been searched for at LEP or the Tevatron. In this
scenario the Higgs mass is in principle constrained only by the OPAL model-independent
limit. But the final states predicted by this scenario could well be picked up by some existing
Higgs or new physics searches. This section provides an overview of the most relevant searches
at LEP and the Tevatron together with a brief explanation why they could be sensitive to
the Higgs decaying to lepton jets.
6.1 LEP-1 Searches
The LEP-1 searches are relevant for the neutralino channel, Section 3.1, because in this
scenario the lightest MSSM neutralino is necessarily lighter than mZ/2 [10]. The Z boson
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can then decay into a pair of neutralinos, each of which decays via the hidden sector cascade
into a hidden neutralino and lepton jets. Even though BR(Z → N˜1N˜1) can be as small as
10−3 − 10−4, this still leaves 103 − 104 neutralino/lepton jets at LEP-1. For the sneutrino
channel, Section 3.2, the measurement of the Z width at LEP-1 constrains the branching
ratio of Z into any new particle to be smaller than 10−3 [50]. This immediately implies
mν˜ > mZ/2. For the singlet channel, Section 3.3, the LEP-1 searches are not important
since the hidden fields do not couple to Z at leading order.
We have identified the following searches that could be sensitive to Z → N˜1N˜1 →
lepton jets + /E decays in our scenario
• Monojets
In [42] the ALEPH collaboration analyzed the so-called monojet events where no energy
is detected in the hemisphere opposite to the direction of the total visible momentum.
This can happen, if the neutralinos are produced at rest or in those corners of the
parameter space where the hidden cascade yields a low multiplicity of visible states, in
particular, if one of the neutralinos decays invisibly. Conversely, these constraints are
typically avoided, if the neutralino decays to a large number of visible states.
• Acoplanar Jets
Events can be clustered into two jets by summing the total momenta in each of the
two hemispheres defined by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Acoplanar jets
are then defined by requiring that the angle between transverse momenta of the two
jets is smaller than, e.g., 175◦ [41]. In Ref. [41] the ALEPH collaboration searched
for acoplanar jets accompanied by missing energy. The signal events often contain
a large number of charged tracks (especially if the model satisfies the monojet con-
straints). Therefore they may be efficiently picked up by this analysis, even though it
was designed to search for hadronic events.
• Energetic Lepton Pairs
Also in Ref. [41], ALEPH made a search for energetic lepton pairs in hadronic events.
In the neutralino channel, Section 3.1, two of the multiple leptons from the neutralino
jet can readily meet the definition of the energetic pair.
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6.2 LEP-2 Searches
The following LEP-2 Higgs searches are sensitive to the events e+e− → Zh with h →
lepton jets + /E and could potentially constrain our scenario.
• Flavor-independent Higgs
LEP has constrained the Higgs boson decaying into generic jets without relying on
b-tagging. These searches can be relevant since our signal often displays a two-jet
topology. The analysis of the OPAL collaboration [51] is the most straightforward to
interpret in our framework, because it does not rely on neural network techniques.
However the presence of missing energy makes the H → 2j searches less sensitive to
the signal, as compared for example with the squark searches described later in this
subsection.
• Invisible Higgs
Searches for the Zh final state where h decays entirely into missing energy have been
performed by all collaborations [49]. The most relevant for us is the OPAL invisible
Higgs search [36], because its visible mass cut is the least aggressive, 50 GeV < Mvis <
120 GeV. This search can strongly constrain our models, especially the sneutrino
channel where the invisible energy fraction is typically larger due to the neutrinos
produced by sneutrino decays. This search can also pick up the signal events in the
case of the neutralino and the singlet channel models, if the associated Z boson decays
invisibly.
• Higgs to WW ∗
In Ref. [52] the ALEPH collaboration performed a search for h → WW ∗ decays in
the context of fermiophobic Higgs models. Leptonic decays of W lead to final states
with electrons/muons and missing energy, so that the ALEPH search targets final
states similar to our signal — lepton jets and missing energy. Furthermore, the data
sample is systematically divided into distinct classes corresponding to different decay
topologies of the WW ∗ system. The h → WW ∗ search thus turns out to be very
sensitive to Higgs decaying to lepton jets.
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• Higgs to 4τ
Very recently, an analysis of the h → AA → 4τ decay was presented by the ALEPH
collaboration [12]. This search targets the case where the intermediate pseudoscalar
A is very light, 10 GeV or less, in which case Higgs decays into two pairs of nearly
overlapping τ±. Since tau leptons decay into 1 or 3 charged particles most of the
time, the analysis focuses on 2-jet events that contain 2 or 4 tracks per jet, while the
associated Z is assumed to decay invisibly or leptonically. From our perspective, the
analysis is very relevant, since no τ identification is attempted, other than constraining
the number of tracks. Therefore, Higgs-to-lepton jets signal might be picked up, if the
Higgs decays to a small enough number of charged states.
Apart from the Higgs searches, certain SUSY searches could also be sensitive to the Higgs-
to-lepton jet final state,
• R-parity Violation
If there is R-parity violating operator LLEc in the superpotential, the lightest neu-
tralino or sneutrino decay to leptons and neutrinos. In that context, ALEPH [53] and
DELPHI [54] analyzed final states with multiple leptons and missing energy.
• Six-Leptons
Multilepton final states can also arise from slepton decays in (R-parity conserving)
gauge mediated SUSY breaking scenarios, where the missing energy is carried away by
a gravitino. The ALEPH search for 6 lepton final states is described in Ref. [55].
• Squark Searches
Squark pair production at LEP can lead to a final state with two acoplanar jets,
where each jet has small invariant mass, accompanied by missing energy (and possibly
additional leptons). The searches of OPAL [56] and ALEPH [57] can pick up the
signal when the Higgs decays to lepton jets carrying a large number of leptons, while the
associated Z decays invisibly. The OPAL search turns out to be especially constraining,
due to the fact that the number of observed events is well below the expected SM
background.
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6.3 Tevatron Searches
The Tevatron experiments search for lepton jets in a noisier hadronic environment. Even
so, due to the large Higgs production cross-section and the high luminosity, discovery may
be within reach with possibly many light Higgs-to-lepton jets events already on tape. We
identify the following relevant searches4
• Dark Photon Search
Recently, the D0 collaboration has made a search [59] for hidden photons produced
in neutralino decays. In addition to the lepton jet, a requirement for an isolated
(ordinary) photon is made. The photon requirement reduces significantly the expected
signal from Higgs-to-lepton jets decays, where the photon can come only from initial
state radiation. In addition, the D0 search requires the lepton jet to have only two
leptons which is uncommon in our scenario.
• NMSSM Hidden Higgs
Ref. [60] targeted a Higgs boson decaying into 4µ and 2τ2µ final states via an in-
termediate pair of pseudoscalar singlets of the NMSSM. The search focused on the
case where the pseudoscalar is fairly light, so that the muon and tau pairs to which it
decays are highly collimated. Consequently, Ref. [60] looked for isolated muons with
close companion tracks. This topology can readily arise in Higgs-to-lepton jet decays
as long as the hidden photon is heavy enough to decay into muon pairs.
Studies of multilepton final states have been routinely performed at the Tevatron, mostly
in the context of SUSY searches. The SM processes are unlikely to produce 3 or more
energetic and isolated leptons, therefore such topologies offer clean channels to search for new
physics. Although these searches typically target isolated high-pT leptons, it is conceivable
that a subset of our signal events may yield muons and electrons passing the selection criteria.
The most interesting from our perspective are
4Multilepton signatures were also addressed in Ref. [58] where an excess of multi-muon events was
reported. This search focuses on events with displaced vertices, and therefore it is not relevant for the
Hidden Higgs signal we consider in this paper. In any case, cross sections required to address the CDF
multi-muon excess are orders of magnitude larger than the Higgs production cross section at the Tevatron.
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• Trilepton Searches
Of all trilepton searches Ref. [44] is singled out because it is based on the largest data
sample of 3.2 fb−1. Moreover, the cuts on lepton pT and on missing transverse energy
are relatively soft. However, the isolation requirements are quite severe. In particular,
all objects in the analysis are required to be separated by ∆R > 0.4, which decreases
the sensitivity to the Higgs-to-lepton jets signal. Another search in Ref. [45] focused
on di-muon pairs accompanied by a third lepton with a very low pT threshold of 5 GeV.
In this case lepton isolation is determined by calorimeter deposits: less then 10 percent
of the lepton pT should be detected in the ∆R = 0.4 cone around the lepton.
• Like-Sign Dilepton Searches
Ref. [43] focused on events with two energetic electrons or muons of the same electric
charge and large invariant mass. Such a pair can arise in the signal when the two
selected leptons come from separate lepton jets, or when a lepton in a lepton jet is
paired with another lepton from W or Z decays. Again the sensitivity to our signal
is reduced by the isolation requirements: the sum of the transverse energy within
∆R = 0.4 around the leptons must be less than 10 percent of the lepton pT .
7 Hiding the Higgs
In this section we discuss the implications of the experimental searches, listed in Section 6,
for viable models where the Higgs decays dominantly to lepton jets. After introducing our
methodology in Section 7.1, we show in Section 7.2 that the set of observables (listed in
Section 4.2) are constrained by LEP and the Tevatron, to a particular region which can
accommodate a light Higgs decaying to lepton jets. In Section 7.3 we then present concrete
benchmark models that hide the Higgs.
7.1 Methodology
We are interested in how well the LEP and Tevatron searches listed in Section 6 constrain
the Higgs decaying to lepton jets. No searches have explicitly placed limits on this signal,
thus the limits must be inferred from simulation. We simulate Higgs production and decays
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to lepton jets using Monte Carlo and evaluate the efficiency of the above searches by making
the appropriate cuts on the produced signal events. We use Madgraph [61] to simulate the
Higgs production and decay into the hidden sector, BRIDGE [62] to simulate the hidden sector
cascades that populate lepton jets, Slowjet [63] for event analysis, including kinematic cuts,
jet clustering, and lepton isolation. We do not simulate hidden sector showering, which
can be important for g2d/4pi & 0.1 [15, 39]. It is important to keep in mind that, due to
the collimated nature of lepton jets, some tracks may fail to reconstruct and some leptons
may fail lepton identification. While we work with the ideal situation where this is not the
case, but to set reliable limits on scenarios where the Higgs decays to lepton jets, a more
comprehensive study with full detector simulation is necessary. Such a study is beyond the
scope of this paper.
7.2 Constraints on Experimental Observables
We now discuss how the experimental searches constrain viable Higgs–to–lepton jets signa-
tures. We consider the observables: event topology, lepton multiplicity, lepton species, and
missing energy listed in Section 4.2. The discussion includes all three production channels
discussed in Section 3.
We begin by arguing that several searches lead one to consider a two-jet topology for the
lepton jets. For instance, the neutralino channel is strongly constrained by the acoplanar
jet search at LEP-1 [41], where neutralino pairs can be produced in rare Z decays. While
constraints on the Z-width allow the Z branching fraction to neutralinos to be as large as
10−3, the branching fraction to 3 or more lepton jets must be suppressed by ∼ 10−6 in order
for the model not to be excluded. Such low branching ratios are obtained for a very light
neutralino, mN˜1 . 5 GeV, where the resulting event topology consists of two back-to-back
neutralino-jets (shown in the third panel of Figure 10). Decays with such a topology are not
excluded because of the kinematical similarity to the large hadronic Z background. A two-jet
topology is also favored by the h → WW ∗ search at LEP-2 [52]. Especially constraining is
a search subclass consisting of a final state with two hard leptons, (ET > 25 GeV and ET >
20 GeV), a softer lepton (ET > 8 GeV), and at least two additional tracks. This selection
has a small SM background, which is further reduced by using the Durham jet clustering
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Figure 12: Left: The Durham y45 jet clustering parameter [64] for Higgs-strahlung events with
leptonic Z’s. The ALEPH h→WW ∗ search [52], class 2c, cuts on y45 > 2× 10−5, selecting events
with 5 well-separated objects (y45 is small, if the event has less than 5 well-separated jets). Due to
the leptonic Z, this search is less sensitive to models where the Higgs decays to two or less lepton
jets. Right: The visible mass distribution for Higgs-strahlung events with hadronic or invisible Z’s
in the neutralino benchmark of Section 7.3. The OPAL h → E/T search [36] selects events with
50 GeV < Mvis < 120 GeV. Some, but not too much, missing energy per Higgs decay, ET ∼ 50
GeV, helps evade this search by keeping most invisible Z events below the window and hadronic
(or leptonic) Z events above the window.
algorithm to select events with at least 5 well separated jet-like or single track objects. This
subclass is sensitive to our signal from e+e− → Zh production, if the Z decays leptonically
(forming two well-separated objects), while h decays to three or more lepton jets. Higgs
production is therefore safe if the Higgs decays to less than three lepton jets, as shown on
the left panel of Figure 12. We see that final states with two lepton jets are favored by both
LEP-1 and LEP-2.
We note, however, that the two-lepton jet topology is partially constrained by LEP-2.
In particular, searches for squark pair production target topologies with two QCD jets and
missing energy, and these searches can be sensitive to Higgs decays to lepton jets accompanied
by an invisible Z. We find that the OPAL squark search, [56], is most constraining, although
because of the substantial SM background it does not have the sensitivity to exclude a
100 GeV Higgs decaying to lepton jets. An exception is the sneutrino channel, which is
particularly constrained by [56], because of the extra lepton jet events due to direct sneutrino
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production through off-shell Z’s. The ALEPH squark search, [57], is less sensitive to all
channels due to tighter cuts that largely reduce the signal. LEP-2 has also searched for
Higgs decays to two QCD jets. These searches do not seriously constrain Higgs decays to
lepton jets because they require heavy flavor tagging and/or focus on Higgs decays without
missing energy [51].
The lepton multiplicity within lepton jets is also strongly constrained by LEP-1 and LEP-
2. In particular, the neutralino cannot have a large branching fraction to invisible matter.
Indeed, at LEP-1, the monojet topology must be suppressed by ∼ 10−6, and therefore the
neutralino branching fraction to purely missing energy, by ∼ 10−3. The ALEPH search for
h→ 4τ [12] at LEP-2 constrains the multiplicity further since the search is evaded by lepton
jets containing more than 4 leptons. Meanwhile, the flavor of leptons within lepton jets is
most constrained at the Tevatron, where the D0 search for h→ 4µ, 2µ 2τ [60] sets stringent
limits on final states containing muons with companion tracks. Models where lepton jets
are electron only, mγd < 2mµ, are unconstrained by this search. When mγd > 2mµ, lepton
jets consisting of exactly two muons must be suppressed by ∼ 10−3, while lepton jets with
more than two leptons can spoil the track and calorimeter isolation requirements placed
on the muon pairs [60]. We therefore find that high multiplicity lepton jets are the least
constrained, and are necessary for models where lepton jets include muons.
The amount of missing energy per Higgs decay is most constrained by the OPAL search
for h → E/T which selects events with a visible mass in a wide window around the Z mass,
50 GeV < Mvis < 120 GeV. Our signal can fall within this window when Higgs decays
include too much missing energy. For a light Higgs, mZ ∼ mh, this search is also sensitive to
the situation where the Z decays invisibly and the Higgs decays to lepton jets. Then, some
missing energy can lead to a signal with Mvis < 50 GeV, evading the search. We therefore find
that hadronic and invisible Z decays constrain the missing energy from opposite directions,
and the optimal value is ET ∼ 50 GeV, as in the right panel of Figure 12. We also find
that the sneutrino channel is more difficult to accommodate with this search than the other
channels, because the sneutrino decays produce neutrinos that carry substantial missing
energy. We note that a hidden Higgs decaying to final states that include missing energy is
also considered by Ref. [65].
Finally, we comment that trilepton searches [44, 45] and like-sign dilepton searches [43],
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are easily evaded by lepton jets due to the strong isolation requirements of these searches.
Consequently, most Tevatron searches do not constrain the Higgs-to-lepton jets scenario. We
summarize the consequences of existing searches at LEP and the Tevatron for a light Higgs
decaying to lepton jets,
• Two-Jet Topology: The Higgs should decay to two lepton jets. For the neutralino
channel, mN˜1 . 10 GeV.
• High Lepton Multiplicity: The lepton jets should have high lepton multiplicities,
& 4 leptons per lepton jet.
• All Electron or Very High Multiplicity: All-electron lepton jets, mγd < 2mµ, are
the least constrained. Very high multiplicity lepton jets can include muons, if the rate
of events with isolated muon pairs, is suppressed by ∼ 10−3.
• Some E/T: The Higgs decays should produce some, but not too much, missing energy,
E/T ∼ 50 GeV.
7.3 Benchmarks Models
We now present one benchmark model with a 100 GeV Higgs for each of the decay channels:
the neutralino channel (Section 3.1), the sneutrino channel (Section 3.2), and the singlet
channel (Section 3.3). For the neutralino and sneutrino benchmarks the hidden photon
decays only to electrons, whereas for the singlet benchmark muons are also produced. The
neutralino and singlet benchmarks pass all searches of sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 at the 2σ
level, hiding the Higgs from LEP and the Tevatron. Efficiencies of the searches for each of
the benchmarks are given in Appendix B. For the sneutrino model, we find some tension at
accommodating all searches, when using the simple U(1)d hidden sector of Section 2.2. We
present a benchmark model which is excluded by the ALEPH h → 4τ search [12] and the
OPAL 2j +E/T squark search [56] at more than 3σ, but passes all the other searches within
2σ. The tension is due to the extra lepton jet events following from e+e− → Z∗ → ν˜ν˜, the
missing energy carried by the neutrinos produced in the sneutrino decays, and the difficulty
at achieving a 2-jet structure with sufficient lepton multiplicity. It is to be stressed that this
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Figure 13: Spectra in the neutralino and sneutrino benchmark models. The dominant decay chain
of the Higgs is denoted by arrows, labeled with branching ratios. Only the lowest lying states in
the MSSM are shown. We also do not show the final decays into visible states in the last step of
the decay chain. For the neutralino benchmark one has: n˜d2 → n˜d1e+e−, hd → γde+e− where in
both benchmarks γd → e+e− and n˜d1 is stable.
latter difficulty is an artifact of the particular hidden sector model we are considering, and
can be ameliorated in models with longer hidden sector cascades or substantial showering.
The three benchmark models occur within the supersymmetric framework. The con-
straints on these models are, in principle, sensitive to all soft parameters because SUSY
partners may be produced at LEP and the Tevatron, and decay to lepton jets. For this
discussion, because were are interested specifically in the constraints on Higgs decays to lep-
ton jets, we decouple all unrelated SUSY partners and only consider light soft parameters
that play a role in Higgs decays. For the neutralino channel, we specify the -ino spectrum,
for the sneutrino channel we specify the left-handed slepton spectrum, and for the singlet
channel we specify the parameters that determine the singlet VEV and F -term. It would be
interesting to relax this assumption, and study the constraints on a light Higgs accompanied
by additional light SUSY partners decaying to lepton jets, and we leave this for future study.
Neutralino Benchmark. For the neutralino benchmark we take mh = 100 GeV, while the
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Figure 14: Spectrum of the singlet benchmark model. From the NMSSM states only the Higgs
is shown, while other low lying states are also possible. The dominant decay chain of the Higgs
is denoted by arrows, labeled with branching ratios. At the end of the decay chain w1,2hid decay to
e+e−. The LSP is n˜d1.
relevant electroweak MSSM parameters are
µ = 149 GeV, M1 = 13 GeV, M2 = 286 GeV, tan β = 3.5, sinα = −0.28, (7.1)
and the hidden sector parameters are,
mγd = 0.2 GeV, µd = 0.4 GeV, Md = 1 GeV, tan βd = 4, sinαd = −0.27 , (7.2)
where the hidden sector parameterization is defined in Appendix A. The resulting spectrum
is shown in the left panel of Figure 13. Since mγd < 2mµ the lepton jets are composed
entirely of electrons. Note that mN˜1 = 5 GeV, so that the Higgs decays produce boosted
neutralinos. The resulting topology consists of 2 neutralino jets, avoiding the searches at
LEP-1 and LEP-2. The lightest chargino has a mass of mC˜1 = 123 GeV, while the second
lightest neutralino has a mass of mN˜2 = 130 GeV. These masses are above the LEP-2 reach.
Also the Tevatron trilepton constraints do not apply because N˜2 dominantly decays to N˜1
and an on-shell Z. Trilepton searches veto events where opposite sign leptons reconstruct
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an on-shell Z, in order to control the electroweak background [44, 45]. For this benchmark,
the Z decays to neutralinos with branching fraction ΓZ→2N˜1 = 8× 10−4, which is consistent
with the LEP-1 measurement of the Z width [50].
Sneutrino Benchmark. For the sneutrino benchmark, we also take mh ∼ 100 GeV. Here
the Higgs decays into a pair of light tau sneutrinos. The relevant MSSM parameters are
given by,
mL3 = 77.3 GeV, tan β = 3.5, sinα = −0.28, (7.3)
and the parameters that determine the hidden sector spectrum are,
mγd = 0.1 GeV, µd = 0.3 GeV, Md = 0.3 GeV, tan βd = 4, sinαd = −0.27. (7.4)
The spectrum is shown in the right panel of Figure 13. The hidden photon decays only
to electrons. The tau sneutrino has a mass of mν˜τ = 49.5 GeV and the stau a mass of
mτ˜ = 89 GeV. The stau and tau sneutrino are pair produced at LEP through an off-shell Z,
leading to a lepton jet signal. For reference, the LEP-2 cross-sections of Higgs-strahlung, tau
sneutrino pair production, and stau pair production are, at
√
s = 206 GeV, σhZ ' 0.3 pb,
σν˜ν˜ ' 0.3 pb, and στ˜ τ˜ ' 0.1 pb. We find that this benchmark is ruled out by the ALEPH
h→ 4τ search [12] and the OPAL 2j + E/T squark search [56], both at more than 3σ, while
it passes all other searches at or below 2σ. The ALEPH search is only sensitive to lepton
jets with low multiplicity and can be evaded by models that produce extra leptons through
longer cascades or sufficient hidden sector showering.
Singlet Benchmark. The singlet benchmark also has a SM like Higgs at 100 GeV. In this
model, the NMSSM singlet S couples to hidden sector messengers χ and χ¯, which couple to
the hidden sector Higgses h1,2 (see equation 3.8). The relevant NMSSM parameters [66] are
given by,
〈S〉 = 150 GeV, λ = 1, κ = 2, tan β = 5,
Aλ = 10, Aκ = 1 ,
(7.5)
and the hidden sector parameters are given by,
mχ = 160 GeV, µd = 0.5 GeV, mγd = 0.5 GeV, tan βd = 2,
Md = 5.5 GeV, Bµd = −0.5, GeV2, κ1 = 0.1, κ2 = 0.1.
(7.6)
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Here, mχ denotes the mass of the fermionic messengers, which are proportional to 〈S〉. The
spectrum is shown in Figure 14. The scalar messengers, χ±, are split by 〈FS〉. The lighter
scalar messenger has a mass of 20 GeV, allowing for the Higgs decays, h → χ−χ∗−. For
this benchmark, we include muon production, which as discussed above, requires substantial
lepton multiplicity in order to evade the D0 search for h → 4µ, 2µ 2τ [60]. We find this
difficult to achieve with the simplest U(1)d hidden sector, so for this benchmark we extend
the hidden sector to a larger non-Abelian group, SU(2)d ⊃ U(1)d, where we take hidden
sector cascades to dominantly end with decays of the form γd → w1d w2d → 2 l−l+.
8 Suggested Search Strategies
We have argued that signatures of the Higgs decaying into lepton jets could have gone
unnoticed by existing collider searches, especially if the leptons are collimated into two jets,
mimicking the topology of certain hadronic backgrounds. Nevertheless, several properties
of the lepton jets set them apart from QCD jets, and dedicated searches could very likely
extract the signal from the SM background. Below we point out some features of the signal
that could be targeted by experiments in order to increase the sensitivity. The discussion
is concise and qualitative; a more quantitative study is beyond the scope of this paper and
will be attempted elsewhere [67].
• Hadronic energy deposition. An obvious consequence of the high lepton content
of the jets is a small energy fraction deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. Typical
electrons stop in the electromagnetic calorimeter, while typical muons deposit of order
1-2 GeV in the hadronic calorimeter. Therefore experiments could search for jets with
an anomalously small Ehad/Eem ratio.
• Event shapes. Since the leptons originate from highly boosted objects, lepton jets
are slimmer than typical QCD jets. This is shown in Fig. 15 where we compare the
transverse momentum as a function of the jet radius for lepton jets and QCD jets [68].
The main parameter setting the size (defined, e.g., by the cone where 90% of the jet
energy resides) is the ratio of the hidden photon mass to the electroweak scale. For
the parameter choices considered in this paper, typical lepton jet sizes are ∆R . 0.1,
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Figure 15: Lepton jet shape and constituent invariant masses. Left: We compare the shape of
lepton jets produced by Higgs decays to the shape of QCD jets, as measured by CDF [68]. Jets of
size R = 0.7 are identified by clustering the event with a midpoint-cone algorithm. The jet shape
is then defined as the pT fraction contained in smaller cones. We see that lepton jets are much
narrower than QCD jets. Right: The invariant masses of all opposite sign lepton pairs, separated
by ∆R < 0.1, in Higgs decays to lepton jets. We see clear invariant mass peaks corresponding to
the hidden sector photon masses, despite the background of wrong-pair combinatorics. Both jet
shape and invariant mass peaks can be used to overcome the QCD background and discover lepton
jets.
compared to ∆R ∼ 0.7 for QCD jets. We stress that this estimates will change if
hidden sector showering is significant, g2d/4pi & 0.1. An experiment could therefore
impose cuts on the energy or pT in the 0.1 < ∆R < 0.4 cone, as proposed in [15].
• Pair invariant mass. Many lepton pairs in the jets originate from two-body decays
of the hidden photons. Therefore the invariant mass of the pair reconstructs the
hidden photon mass. One can pair opposite sign same flavor leptons separated by, say,
∆R = 0.1, and compute the invariant mass of all the pairs. The signal sample displays
a prominent peak at the invariant mass of the hidden photon despite the combinatoric
background. The peaks are clearly visible in Fig. 15 for the three benchmark points
described in Section 7.
• Leptons in jets. Lepton jets in our scenario are composed of electrons, and possibly
muons, with high multiplicities of leptons within each jet. QCD jets also contain lep-
tons, but many of them originate from decays of pions and kaons in-flight. Prompt or
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almost prompt leptons can be produced by semileptonic decays of bottom and charm
mesons, but these typically lead to 1 or 2 prompt leptons per jet. Experiments could
therefore search for jets with an anomalous lepton content. Repeating the analysis
of [12] without demanding the small number of tracks inside the lepton jet, but using
instead the jet shape, hadronic energy or lepton ID information to control the back-
ground, could allow for sufficient sensitivity to discover a light Higgs decaying to lepton
jets.
The above characteristics of lepton jets can be used to develop Tevatron searches, and
to re-analyze old LEP-1 and LEP-2 data. For a 100 GeV hidden Higgs there are enough
potential signal events to make such searches promising. We predict on the order of 100 Higgs
events at LEP-2, and on the order of 104 Higgs events at the Tevatron. Furthermore, the light
neutralino scenario could lead to up to 104 lepton jet events at LEP-1. This is substantially
more than in the case where no light SUSY state is present in which case the Z branching
fraction to the hidden sector is suppressed by 2 . 10−6 and the number of lepton jets at LEP-
1 is at most O(1) [16]. We conclude that a huge event sample might be buried in the existing
data waiting to be uncovered! The precise sensitivity of experiments crucially depends on the
experimental ability to reconstruct nearby tracks, untangle overlapping calorimetric showers,
and identify nearby leptons. These issues are difficult to estimate without a full and accurate
detector simulation and therefore input from the experimental community is vital.
9 Conclusions and Outlook
The mass and the decay width of a SM-like Higgs are strongly constrained by LEP and
Tevatron searches. In the supersymmetric framework the existing bounds imply the need for
fine tuning. These bounds (and hence the fine tuning) may be ameliorated if the Higgs has
non-standard decays. Similarly, existing bounds on the masses of SM superpartners may be
evaded if they decay unconventionally. It is therefore conceivable that both the Higgs and
(possibly some of) the superpartners are sufficiently light to have been copiously produced at
LEP and the Tevatron. Searches for standard decays could have missed such hidden states.
In this paper we studied the prospects for the Higgs, and possibly the lightest neutralino
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or sneutrino, to be hidden at colliders due to their dominant decays into states that are part
of a low scale hidden sector weakly coupled to the SM. The hidden states then subsequently
cascade decay back to electrons and muons. The low, O(GeV), mass gap in the hidden sector
together with the hidden cascade decays, imply a significant number of collimated final state
leptons known as lepton jets. Here we have considered three channels where the Higgs first
decays to two light neutralinos, light sneutrinos or directly to the hidden sector fields. Due
to the mixing between the SM and the hidden sector, the lightest visible supersymmetric
particle is no longer stable and hidden cascade decays occur. In all cases, the branching
fraction of the Higgs to the hidden sector can dominate.
To test these scenarios we have identified the main experimental observables that char-
acterize the collider signals of these models. We then simulated and studied existing SUSY
and Higgs searches at LEP and the Tevatron that are potentially sensitive to lepton jets.
Quite surprisingly, we found that the Higgs can evade detection if it decays to some amount
of missing energy together with many non-isolated electron or muons, all residing in two
jet-like structures. The topology and the lepton multiplicity depend on the spectrum of
both the hidden and the visible sectors. Interestingly, the required phenomenology is easily
produced by the minimal hidden sector model. Our study suggests that bounds on many
additional SM superpartners may be significantly weakened in the presence of a low scale
hidden sector. Consequently, other superpartners, not studied in this work, may be hidden
at LEP or the Tevatron.
It would be very interesting to assess the potential for a discovery of this scenario in
colliders [67]. One very effective path would be to reanalyze the old LEP data. A dedicated
LEP-2 search for Z+lepton jets should easily extract the signal of Higgs-to-lepton jet decays
from the background or significantly improve the bound on the mass of the Higgs in this
scenario. Revisiting LEP-1 data may also be rewarding, because in the light neutralino
scenario as many as 104 lepton jets (which we dub neutralino jets) could have been produced.
Finally, the prospects at the Tevatron and the LHC also look promising, given the large
number of final-state leptons. All experiments could increase their sensitivity to our scenario
by zooming in on narrow jets with small hadronic deposits, attempting reconstruction of
prompt leptons inside jets, counting their multiplicities, and studying the invariant mass
distribution of close lepton pairs. So far dedicated experimental searches were limited to
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finding isolated lepton pairs. Our work suggests that this approach could be too narrow,
and higher multiplicities of collimated leptons should also be targeted. To do so a serious
study incorporating detector simulation is therefore warranted.
Finally, we stress that the relevance of our work extends beyond this particular hidden
Higgs scenario. Even if the Higgs boson is heavier than 115 GeV, Higgs and/or SM super-
partners decaying to light SM states via a hidden sector is a phenomenological possibility
that deserves attention. The standard new physics signatures may be altered or completely
absent, and the signal would be missed unless it is specifically searched for. Multiple theoret-
ical possibilities should be explored in order to ensure that such a scenario is not overlooked
at the LHC.
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A Notation
The visible sector is the ordinary MSSM, and we follow the notation of [66]. The hidden
sector is a broken supersymmetric U(1) gauge theory with 2 Higgs multiplets h1,2 of opposite
U(1) charge and the superpotential W = µdh1h2 [15]. Such a theory is completely specified
by 3 scalar soft mass terms m21,2, Bµd, the hidden bino mass Md, the mu-term µd and the
gauge coupling gd. We do not impose any constraints on these parameters, in particular we
do not assume any specific mechanism of supersymmetry breaking mediation to the dark
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sector. The scalar potential takes the form
V = (m21 + µ
2
d)|h1|2 + (m22 + µ2d)|h2|2 + (Bµdh1h2 + h.c.) +
g2d
2
(|h1|2 − |h2|2)2 . (A.1)
We are interested in the regions of the parameter space where the hidden scalars acquire
vevs, 〈h1〉 = sin βdvd, 〈h2〉 = cos βdvd, which gives the hidden photon the mass mγD = gdvd.
In the broken phase, it is convenient to trade the scalar soft mass terms for more physical
parameters: vd, βd and the mixing angle αd of the two CP-even mass eigenstates hd, Hd. The
physical scalars are embedded in the Higgs fields as
h1 =
sin βdvd + cosαdhd + sinαdHd + i cos βdAd√
2
h2 =
cos βdvd − sinαdhd + cosαdHd + i sin βdAd√
2
(A.2)
where Ad is the CP-odd scalar eigenstate. At the tree level the mass of the lighter Higgs
hd is constrained to be ≤ mγD, in analogy with the MSSM. However loop corrections from
the hidden gauge and Higgs multiplets or from additional multiplets in the hidden sector
can change that relation. Additional couplings to heavier hidden states can also contribute
to the hidden Higgs mass. Therefore we take mhd as a free parameter of order mγD when
constructing our benchmark models. In the fermionic sector the mass terms after U(1)
breaking are
−mγD sin βdh˜1b˜+mγD cos βdh˜2b˜− Md
2
b˜b˜− µdh˜1h˜2 + h.c.. (A.3)
The physical fermions are 3 dark neutralinos who are mixtures of hidden binos and higgsinos.
B Efficiencies of the Searches
In this appendix we quote the efficiencies of selected experimental analyses to the signals
from the 3 benchmark models of Section 3. In Table 1 we list the number of the observed
events in each of the searches after all the cuts are applied (Obs.), the expected number
of SM background events (Bckg.), and the predicted number of signal events for the three
benchmarks: the neutralino channel (Neutr.), the sneutrino channel (Sneutr.) and the singlet
channel (Singlet). This should be compared to the maximum number of signal events (Max.)
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LEP-1 searches
Search Ref. Obs. Bckg. Neutr. Sneutr. Singlet Max.
Monojets [42] 3 2.8 < 1 0 0 6.6
Acoplanar [41] 0 0.2 < 1 0 0 3.8
LEP-2 searches
Search Ref. Obs. Bckg. Neutr. Sneutr. Singlet Max.
H → 4τ [12] 2 5.09 1 15 1 5.0
H → E/ [36] 8 11 2 5 3 7.5
H → WW ∗2c [52] 0 0.3 2 < 1 2 3.8
H → WW ∗2t [52] 1 1.2 1 1 3 5.0
6l [55] 1 1.1 < 1 4 < 1 5.0
2j + E/ (OPAL) [56] 13 19.8 8 35 7 7.8
2j + E/ (ALEPH) [57] 19 15.9 7 3 1 14.5
2j + 2l + E/ [57] 5 3 2 4 5 9.0
Tevatron searches
Search Ref. Obs. Bckg. Neutr. Sneutr. Singlet Max.
Dark photon [59] 7 8 ∼ 1 < 1 < 1 7.9
H → 4µ [60] 2 2.2 0 0 2 5.8
Unified 3l [44] 1 1.47 < 1 < 1 < 1 3.7
Low pT 3l [45] 1 0.4 < 1 < 1 < 1 5.4
Like-sign 2l [43] 13 7.8 1 < 1 < 1 14.7
Table 1: A compilation of relevant searches for constraining the Higgs-to-lepton jet events.
allowed at the 97.7% confidence level. This corresponds to a 2-σ one sided ”exclusion” for
Gaussian errors. The confidence level is determined using the CLs prescription used at LEP
for Higgs searches and takes into account downward fluctuations in the data compared to
the expected background [69, 70]. The searches that do not pass the 2-sigma threshold are
denoted in bold.
The numbers of observed events and the background estimates given in Table 1 refer to
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the following:
• H → 4τ search: invisible Z channel, ntrack1,2 =2 or 4, see Table 3 of [12],
• Invisible Higgs search in OPAL: more-than-2-jet events with Mmiss in the 100-104 GeV
bin, see Fig.4 in [36],
• H → WW ∗ search in ALEPH: the class 2c and 2t defined in Table 3 of [52],
• Six-lepton search in ALEPH: small ∆m selection defined in Table 3.4 of [55],
• 2j+E/ search in OPAL and ALEPH: selection A, see Table 2 of [56], and large ∆m AJ
selection (years 1999-2000), see Table 5 of [57],
• 2j+ 2l+E/ in ALEPH: to the large ∆m selection (years 1999-2000), see Table 5 of [57]
• Dark photon search in D0: electron pairs with 0.2-0.4 GeV invariant mass, see Fig. 2
of [59],
• Unified trilepton search in CDF: trileptons defined by the (least tight) ttt cut, see
Table 1 of [44],
• Like-sign dilepton search in CDF: dilepton events with missing energy, see Table 2 of
[43].
The signal predictions were obtained using monte carlo as explained in Section 7.1.
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